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PASSION in Seed

Now more than ever before, people around the world demand nourishment, 
both mentally and physically. 
They expect to be enlivened and enriched by flowers and to be well-nourished, 
not only by grains but also by vegetables.
 “Vegetable nourishes the people’s body and flower nourishes the people’s soul.”
Under these circumstances we strive to be the company that provides 
the world with this necessary nourishment and smiles.

To be a company that offers nourishment and smiles 
throughout the world.

Each Sakata employee has the freedom to openly and freely express his / her opinion, 
responsibility and vision with PASSION. The slogan “PASSION in Seed” depicts 
such a vibrant atmosphere.

To be a company 
where each employee talks about passion.

The naked eye cannot see all the potential each seed has in it.
Our “PASSION in Seed” will only be completed when the full potential in a seed can be 
reached to the highest standards set by the growers’ cultural efforts according to market 
demands, field and climate conditions.
Sakata will maintain its PASSION in leading the world seed industry by promoting our global 
business with our own products developed through our own efforts.

To be a global leading company build on the 
Japanese spirit of craftsmanship: “Monozukuri”.

Our Visions Toward the FutureOur “PASSION in Seed” has remained constant through 
the years since our foundation in 1913.
“PASSION in Seed” is encoded in Sakata’s DNA and has 
been inherited through the generations spanning the last 
100 years. The letters in the word “PASSION” each have 
a profound meaning.
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PASSION in Every Single Seed

Devoting our outstanding flower 
and vegetable varieties 
to people around the world.

［Company Motto］…

Quality, Reliability, Service

［Management Philosophy］…

Mutual Prosperity, 
Mutual Interest, 
Mutual Harmony

The company motto is comprised of three 

principles – “Quality, Reliability, Service” – and 

signifies Sakata’s spirit. Deeply inspired by 

these principles, we have developed our busi-

ness activities according to the management 

philosophies of “Mutual Prosperity” and “Mu-

tual Interest.” Furthermore, from August 2022, 

we have added the new management philoso-

phy of “Mutual Harmony” to further clarify our 

activities to date of contributing to society 

through seeds.
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Sakata has business partnerships in more 

than 170 countries. Our R&D has been set 

up to meet such a broad spectrum of global 

demands. Although variety characteristics 

differ according to region, our fundamental 

R&D policy never waivers and we continue 

to develop easy-to-grow, high yielding, 

better tasting and more beautiful products. 

Out of thousands of selections and 

hybridizations, we choose only those 

that best accommodate the grow-

ers’ requirements and consumers’ 

demands while adhering to logistical 

standards such as disease and pest 

resistance, longer shelf life and color, 

taste and nutritional requirements.

Sakata has 5 research stations in Japan and 

14 stations across 11 foreign countries such 

as the United States, France and Brazil. 

Kakegawa Research Center in Japan is the 

largest and most integrated. The different 

locations help address the cultural require-

ments of regional markets around the world in 

regard to climate, taste and color preference, 

and growing conditions. We work globally but 

meet local concerns and demands.

One of Sakata’s main missions is to provide reliable varieties through its own Research and 
Development (R&D). We strive to produce grower-friendly and easy-to-grow flower varieties 
along with prolific and tasty vegetable varieties. Making full use of the genetic resources and 
technologies accumulated over the last 100 years, we have been busy delivering seeds that 
bring happiness and nourishment to people all over the world.

People We have been interacting with and learning from nature  in order to keep developing and delivering varieties to 

enhance people’s lives around the world and bring smiles to their faces.

Searching for More Beauty, Better Taste

The World Itself is Our Research Station

People
［ Research & Development / Stations ］

[…Japan’s Research Facilities ]

[…Overseas Research Facilities ]

Hokkaido Research Station
(Hokkaido)

This station primarily breeds for 
vegetable adaptation to cold or 
high-latitude regions.

Florida Research Station
(Florida,…U.S.A.)

In the heart of a major vegetable 
production area and favorable 
weather year round, this facility is 
ideal for vegetable breeding. 

Culiacan Innovation Center
(Mexico)

Breeds vegetables for Mexico 
and Central America.

Odense Research Station
(Denmark)

Located in Northern Europe, 
breeds flowers for markets in 
cooler regions.

Kimitsu Research Station
(Chiba)

Located in the Kanto Plain region of 
central Japan, a large fresh vegeta-
ble production area, this facility is 
used solely for vegetable breeding.

Mount Vernon Research
Station (Washington,…U.S.A.)
Breeds vegetables mainly for 
cold or high latitude area.

Misato Research Station
(Nagano)

This facility takes advantage of 
its cold and highland location for 
breeding flowers and vegetables.

Bragança Paulista
Research Station  (Brazil)

Breeds vegetables mainly for 
South America.

Brolead Co., Ltd.
(Mie)

Exclusively used for breeding 
broccoli. Sakata holds a large 
percentage of the global broccoli 
market share.

Almeria Research Station 
(Spain)

Located in the center of large 
production area for vegetables, 
breeds vegetables mainly for 
EMEA.

Sakata UK Limited
(United…Kingdom)

Breeds vegetables mainly for 
Europe.

Uchaud Research Center
(France)

Breeds vegetables for Europe, 
Middle East and Africa.

Sakata Vegenetics
RSA(Pty)Ltd.  (South…Africa)

Focused on tomato breeding, a 
crop consumed around the 
world.

Yoju Research Station
(Korea)

Breeds vegetables for Korea and 
neighboring Asian countries.

Khonkaen Research
Station  (Thailand)

Breeds vegetables for Southeast 
Asia.

Bengaluru Research
Station  (India)

Breeds vegetables for Indian 
Market.

Kakegawa Research Center
(Shizuoka)
Our company’s largest vegetable 
and flower research and develop-
ment facility.  It is also the base for 
advanced pathology and technology.

Salinas Research Station
(California,…U.S.A.)
Located in central California – this 
is where vegetable breeding, vege-
tative ornamental propagation, and 
pathology research take place.

Woodland Innovation Center
(California,…U.S.A.)
Located in the center of North 
American seed business, breeds 
vegetables and processes seeds.

Research Facilities

Breeding and developing new varieties can-

not be accomplished by a breeder alone. 

Innovative and high-potential varieties can 

only be achieved when a breeder supported 

by a talented staff comprised of field and 

culture managers, pathologists, and bio-

technologists. Breeders often travel both 

domestic and abroad to meet with growers 

and discuss changes and advancements.  

However, it is still essential for product and 

sales managers to give feedback to a breeder 

regarding ever-changing market trends, con-

sumer demands, and grower requirements. 

Sakata has been elevating the value of its 

products with its core technology of F¹  

hybridization in flowers and vegetables. F¹ is 

the technical term for the first filial generation 

made between two genetically different lines.  

F¹ takes strong characteristics from both par-

ent lines and produces superior vigor, which 

is referred to as hybrid vigor. This process 

is called hybridization and the F¹ product 

is called a hybrid. In order to produce a top 

performing F¹ hybrid, the research staff will 

conduct thousands of hybridizations, evaluate 

them and choose one to a few ideal selections. 

The potential to a successful hybrid is limitless.

Teamwork Brings Us Further

Hybridization, a Powerful Technology
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Voyage Series
(Lisianthus)

Extremely large double flowers 
abundantly filled with fringed 
petals. Delicate colors and 
strong stems form an irresist-
ible combination of strength 
and beauty.  Big, round flower 
buds will exceed expectations.

Cabbage
Sakata is a leading supplier 
in cabbage growing regions 
around the world. Continu-
ous effort has been made 
to develop new hybrids for 
customer satisfaction.

Cauliflower
Cauliflower growers around 
the world get benefits from 
Sakata's varieties which are 
bred from farmers and each 
market perspective. Sakata 
provides a wide range of va-
riety portfolio with attractive 
white color!

Broccoli
As the global No.1 broccoli 
breeding company, Sakata 
leads to expand the world-
wide broccoli cultivation and 
consumption by providing a 
wide range of variety port-
folio. Sakata works hard to 
deliver this super green veg-
etable for healthier world.

Profusion Series
(Zinnia)

This prolific bloomer is toler-
ant to heat and disease and 
flower color remains vibrant 
throughout the summer 
heat. These characteristics 
are highly prized and “Profu-
sion Red Yellow Bicolor” re-
ceived the gold medals from 
All-America Selections and 
Fleuroselect.

Vincent’s Series
(Sunflower)

Day-length neutral for flow-
ering. High germination rate. 
Can produce high quality 
cut sunflowers all year long. 
Unlike other sunflower vari-
eties, Vincent’s has upward 
facing blooms which make 
for cheerful and easy flower 
arrangements.

Viking Series
(Begonia)

All weather Begonia Viking has 
3 series. They are developed 
for multiple usages ex. land-
scaping, large containers and 
hanging basket etc. Viking is 
available in green, bronze and 
unique chocolate leaf color. 
No other Begonia series offers 
chocolate leaf type.

Grandissimo Series
(Pansy)

A totally new concept pansy. 
Combining the best character-
istics of viola and pansy. Florif-
erous and tolerant to rain, wind 
and low temperature. Easy to 
grow for colorful flowers from 
autumn to spring.

Carrot
Sakata’s introduction of sweet 
tasting carrot offers attrac-
tive color, style and excellent 
yield. Sakata continues its ef-
fort to develop new varieties 
with wide adaptability and im-
proved disease resistance.

Watermelon
Sakata's watermelon has 
always been getting posi-
tive feedback by growers, 
with a wide selection of high 
quality varieties to meet 
demands for each growing 
region.

Tomato
Sakata has various types of 
tomato varieties from our re-
gional breeding programs, 
so that we can respond im-
mediately to the different 
market demands. Especially 
our selection have the ad-
vantage of taste. Enjoy our 
tasty tomato!

FLOWER Successful Varieties VEGETABLE  Successful Varieties

We are developing new 
varieties to meet the world’s 
various needs.

Seed: The source of life.
Sakata has been passionately devoted to developing life-giving seeds since the company’s 
inception 100 years ago. With “PASSION in Seed” always in mind, Sakata has fostered a 
determined but passionate ambition to better the world by enriching people’s lives and 
nutrition with its seed products.

Ambition
［ Research and Development Achievements ］

Ambition
The world’s first 100% “All Double Petunia” and the world’s first “F1 Cabbage”. Since its foundation, Sakata’s 
ambition has been to create what the world has never seen before. It is this driving force that has defined 
Sakata for the last century.

Sakata’s Varieties 
Pave the Way 
Sakata has always strived to introduce 

unprecedented and innovative products 

that satisfy customers’ desires for 

richer, broader flower colors and tastier 

vegetables. Our R&D teams operate 

with this ambition at the forefront of their 

work.

Sakata’s earliest claim to fame came 

about with the introduction of its per-

fectly “All Double Petunia” – the very 

first of its kind in the world. At that time, 

doubled petunias from other breeding 

companies were doubled only 50% of 

the time, thereby lacking in uniformity. 

Sakata’s “100% all-doubled” petunia 

astonished the world and garnered 

global admiration.

Sakata continued releasing F¹ vegetable 

and flower varieties even when open 

pollinated (OP) varieties – selected and 

purified genetically stable lines for 

practical use – were still commonly used 

among professional growers. Sakata 

developed and introduced F¹ varieties 

which usually produced better color, 

shape, taste, and disease resistance 

thereby drastically reducing the need 

for chemical use while stabilizing yields, 

much to growers’ satisfaction.

Sakata is consistently aware of the lat-

est trends and demands of the market. 

Utilizing all its channels from efforts in 

Downy mildew / 
DM High resistant 
Sunflower

Tomato yellow 
leaf curl virus / 
TYLCV Interme-
diate resistant  
varieties

SunPatiens Series
(Hybrid Impatiens)

A revolutionary new hybrid im-
patiens with high heat and sun 
tolerance, which provides color-
ful flowers from spring through 
fall. It was developed in collab-
oration with Indonesian Agency 
for Agricultural Research and 
Development(IAARD). Part of 
its sales is returned to the Indo-
nesian government.  

cross pollination to its global R&D to 

its cutting edge molecular and tissue 

culture biotechnologies, Sakata cease-

lessly strives to achieve the next break-

through in breeding excellent varieties. 
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Sincerity
It’s hard to tell the quality of a seed just by looking at it. This is the reason why founder Takeo Sakata adopted the 
words “Quality” and “Reliability” into the company motto. Our mission is to deliver high quality seeds to our custom-
ers. We realize the sincerity at the heart of this promise and instill it in every process between us and the customer.

Flower and vegetable varieties. Results from long, persevering and deliberate research. 
Sakata spares no expense or effort in ensuring the entire seed process from the breeding station 
to our customers’ door is met with the highest standards. 
It is our sincerity instilled in each and every one of us that supports all the procedures from 
variety development to handing the seeds to our customers. 

Sincerity
［ Distribution of Seeds ］

It’s no surprise that Sakata’s seeds 

germinate and grow – in fact, it’s simply 

a must ! We have been making every 

effort in order to deliver the best quality 

seeds possible as a matter of course. 

We believe a single reliable seed comes 

from a delicate process requiring time 

and effort. A newly developed variety will 

not immediately meet our high standards 

for what we give our customers. It gen-

erally takes about 10 years of focused 

breeding to release a new variety. First, 

a strategic plan is carefully mapped out 

before crossing commences. Cross pol-

linated seeds will be harvested, grown, 

evaluated, selected and another gen-

eration of seeds will be harvested. This 

cycle repeats itself several times and 

10 years can easily pass by the time an 

ideal outcome is achieved.  Final assess-

ments will be distributed to the research 

stations and domestic and overseas 

consigned fields to test the product and 

determine if it is worthy of a new release. 

The varieties that 

make it through the 

rigorous process 

will be distributed 

in mass produc-

tion to globally 

established pro-

duction sites. After 

extensive quality tests and controls, the 

seeds will be canned or bagged and will 

eventually arrive at retailer shelves. At 

Sakata, our experienced experts make 

it their responsibility to handle the seed 

process with sincerity and integrity to 

complete the product chain from seed 

to customer.

A Lot Happens Behind the Scenes – 
A Seed’s Journey 

Sakata’s varieties possess prominent characteristics, some of 

which include unique colors and shapes, disease resistance and 

high yield ability. The global research station is where these char-

acteristics are developed. At present, the network is comprised 

of 19 stations which include Kakegawa Research Center – a core 

station – 4 other stations in Japan and 14 stations in 11 other 

countries. Breeders at these stations are busy with developing 

varieties to meet local requirements such as culture, climate and 

market preferences.

Seeds are living organisms. Seeds are collected from production 

sites and shipped to Yaita Logistics Center where they are stored 

in suitable conditions according to the specific species. Inventory 

control is extremely thorough. 

“Quality”comes first in our company motto. Sakata keeps provid-

ing high quality seeds by conducting various kinds of rigorous 

tests. When the seeds are in inventory they will go though several 

kinds of examinations. They will be checked for contamination  

(Physical Purity Test) , germination rates (Germination Test) , un-

intended pollinations or mixtures (Genetic Purity Test) , and seed 

borne disease problems (Pathology Test) .

Quality Control Department is the first Japanese private company 

laboratory authenticated by the International Seed Testing Asso-

ciation (ISTA).

Furthermore, seed treatments and conditionings such as sizing 

(sort seeds by size) , priming (enhance germination) and pelleting 

are applied to improve handling, uniformity and quality.

In cooperation with local growers and companies, the production 

staff put all their enthusiasm into achieving their mission to secure 

seeds of high quality and quantity. Developed varieties can only 

be commercialized when multiplied to the volume that will ad-

dress logistic demands. 

Today, Sakata produces its commercial seeds at different sites all 

over the world, which are strategically organized to ensure high 

quality seeds. Plants will grow better on lands or in environments 

that are similar to their species’ origin. In order to assure reliable 

availability of quality and quantity of seeds for our customers, we 

are always busy searching for the best sites across the globe on 

which to grow our seeds while maintaining a watchful eye over our 

currently running production sites.

Sakata’s seeds only reach customers after going through an ex-

tensive process. The seeds will then be delivered to professional 

growers through diverse channels such as seed retailers, Sakata’s 

own garden center and mail order among others.  

In addition to seed sales, the sales and marketing teams provide 

additional information to customers ranging from landscaping 

suggestions to cooking recipes.

Research and Development

Seed Production

Sales and Marketing

Quality Management /
Logistics Management

1

2

4

3

Evaluation of variety development

Seed production

DNA electrophoresis imaging

Garden Center Yokohama

Detecting and identifying pathogens Yaita Logistics Center

Every process must meet SAKATA QUALITY standards.
Only seeds that pass our rigorous quality tests and controls will reach the customer.

The System of Seed Distribution 
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Smile We aim to make our customers happy every day. From professional growers to amateur gardening lovers, 
we are determined to deliver exquisite products and attentive service.

Wholesale Business

Retail BusinessDomestic Businesses

Sakata not only delivers quality goods but also useful information 
for professional growers and up-and-coming gardeners alike. 
We serve all over Japan with seven branches.

Smile

This division handles the wholesale of seeds, young plants and 

horticultural supplies for professional growers throughout Japan.  

In addition to handling regional sales and marketing activities, the 

sales staff organizes technical lectures about growing specific va-

rieties. These can be hosted at a grower’s location or at a lecture 

hall and provide support to growers on the specifics of growing a 

new variety. 

Our 7 sales branches throughout Japan bring cutting edge varieties 

to the forefront with promotional materials, expert advice and useful 

information.

Interest in home gardening is on the rise and Sakata has developed 

a retail division to develop and sell products to the home gardener. 

This portion of the business focuses on sales to volume retailers, 

retail sales for “Garden Center Yokohama” and mail order services.  

With the fluid and ever-changing nature of retail, it is extremely im-

portant to keep new and original products that meet the consumer 

demand and promote them in through major retail outlets and home 

garden centers.“Garden Center Yokohama” was opened as an 

urban-type garden center in 1951. It sells more than 17,000 prod-

ucts annually, including flower and vegetable seeds developed by 

Sakata, young plants and horticultural supplies, through courteous 

customer service by the staff with a deep knowledge of gardening. 

Many gardeners across the generations, from beginner to expert, 

utilize the garden center.In traditional mail order business that con-

tinues from 1927, through the catalog "Katei Engei" and EC site 

"Sakata no Tane online shop", we sell the latest products, mainly 

flower and vegetable seeds, seedlings and gardening supplies.

Headquarters and Branches
Kanagawa 5  Headquarters

Hokkaido 1  Hokkaido Branch

Miyagi 2  Tohoku Branch

Kanagawa 5  Kanto Branch

Chiba 7  Higashikanto Branch

Aichi 12  Chubu Branch

Osaka 14  Kansai Branch

Fukuoka 15  Kyushu Branch

Logistics Facility 
Tochigi 4 …Yaita Logistics Center

Research Stations 
Hokkaido 1  Hokkaido Research Station

Chiba 8  Kimitsu Research Station

Nagano 9  Misato Research Station

Shizuoka 11  Kakegawa Research Center

Own Retail Shop
Kanagawa 6 …Garden Center Yokohama

Expansion of the Sakata network of sales branches and offices in Japan.

Subsidiary Companies
Yamagata 3 …Yamagata Celltop Co., Ltd.

Producing and selling young plants of flowers and vegetables.Gifu 10 …Hida Celltop Co., Ltd.

Fukuoka 16 …Fukuoka Celltop Co., Ltd.

Tochigi 4 …Sakata Logistics Co., Ltd. Packing & canning and dispatching seeds.

Kanagawa 5 …Sakata Techno Service Co., Ltd. Personnel service for horticulture industry and others.

5 …Sakata Green Service Co., Ltd. Landscaping business with the merit of Sakata Seed Group.

5 …Taneto Farm Co., Ltd.
Produces and promotes Sakata vegetable varieties to growers, green 

grocery industry, super market chains.

Mie 13 …Brolead Co., Ltd.
Exclusively used for breeding broccoli. Sakata holds a large percentage 

of the global broccoli market share.

As of February 2023

Domestic Business Locations

”Green Plaza” the green-house annex
ed to the head-quarters in Yokohama

Headquarters

［ Business Contents / Locations ］

https://sakata-netshop.com

Sakata no Tane online shop

5 7

8
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Overseas Businesses
The Sakata brand has expanded to over 170 countries 
around the world.
Before World War II, Sakata first 

expanded to the U.S. in Chicago, Illinois 

and to Shanghai, China. After the War, 

Sakata then established itself in Taiwan 

and opened a second location in the U.S. 

The increase of subsidiary companies 

followed one by one, including locations 

in Europe, Central and South America, 

Asia and Africa. We now offer business 

that is precisely tuned to each specific 

locality through a network of 38 locations 

within 23 countries around the world.

People’s preferences in taste, color 

and shape all differ with the various 

different cultures around the world. 

Sakata’s management is governed 

by a quadrilateral system where the 

market is divided into four zones: 

a Asia and Oceania, b North and 

Central America, c South America and 

d Europe, Middle East, Africa, and 

within each zone there is a separate 

company to represent the appropriate 

area.

Sakata Seed Chile S.A.

Sakata Seed Argentina S.A.

Sakata Siam Seed Co., Ltd.
Khonkaen Research Station

Sakata Seed 
India Pvt. Ltd.

Sakata 
Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Bengaluru Research Station

Sakata Vegetables Europe S.A.S. 
Uchaud Research Center

Sakata Ornamentals Europe A/S
Odense Research Station

Sakata Seed(Suzhou) Co., Ltd.  

Sakata Huacai
Horticultural (Jiaxing) Co., Ltd.

Mount Vernon Research Station

Sakata Seed America, Inc.
Salinas Research Station

Grupo Sakata Seed de
Mexico, S.A. de C.V.

Florida Research Station

Woodland Innovation Center

Sakata Seed de Guatemala, S.A.

Culiacan Innovation Center

Sakata UK Ltd.

Sakata Holland B.V.

Sakata Seed Iberica S.L.U.

Sakata Seed Southern Africa (Pty ) Ltd.
Sakata Vegenetics RSA (Pty ) Ltd.

Sakata Korea Co., Ltd. 
Yoju Research Station

Sakata Seed Sudamerica Ltda. 
Bragança Paulista Research Station

Major Subsidiary Companies
United States of America 1 …Sakata Seed America, Inc. / Woodland Innovation Center

  Salinas Research Station / Florida Research Station
  Mount Vernon Research Station

United Mexican States 2 …Grupo Sakata Seed de Mexico, S.A. de C.V. / Culiacan Innovation Center

Republic of Guatemala 3 …Sakata Seed de Guatemala, S.A.

Federative Republic of Brazil 4 …Sakata Seed Sudamerica Ltda. / Bragança Paulista Research Station

Republic of Chile 5 …Sakata Seed Chile S.A.

Argentine Republic 6 …Sakata Seed Argentina S.A.

Republic of Korea 7 …Sakata Korea Co., Ltd. / Yoju Research Station

People’s Republic of China 8 …Sakata Seed (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.  

8 …Sakata Huacai Horticultural (Jiaxing) Co., Ltd.

Socialist Republic of Viet Nam 9 …Sakata Vietnam Co., Ltd.

Kingdom of Thailand 10…Sakata Siam Seed Co., Ltd. / Khonkaen Research Station

India 11 …Sakata Seed India Pvt. Ltd. / Bengaluru Research Station

French Republic 12…Sakata Vegetables Europe S.A.S. / Uchaud Research Center

Kingdom of Denmark 13…Sakata Ornamentals Europe A/S / Odense Research Station

Kingdom of the Netherlands 14…Sakata Holland B.V.

United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland

15…Sakata UK Ltd.

Spain 16…Sakata Seed Iberica S.L.U. / Almeria Research Station

Republic of Turkey 17 …………………………………………………………………………………………………San. ve Tic. Ltd. ŞŞti.

Republic of South Africa 18…Sakata Seed Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd. / Sakata Vegenetics RSA (Pty) Ltd.

As of February 2023

Almeria Research Station San. ve Tic. Ltd. Şti.

8

2
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Fleuroselect (FS)                     Gold Medal

The biggest European flower competition 
to stimulate and promote the breeding of 
new flower varieties. 

1982 F¹ Carnation Scarlet Luminette

1982 Tagetes patula Silvia

1983 F¹ Petunia Red Picotee

1995 F¹ Nicotiana Havana Appleblossom

1998 F¹ Campanula Champion Blue

1998 F¹ Campanula Champion Pink

1999 Zinnia Profusion Cherry

2001 Zinnia Profusion White

2002 F¹ Pansy Ultima Morpho

2003 F¹ Carnation Can Can Scarlet

2014 Zinnia Profusion Double Hot Cherry

2017 Begonia semperflorens Senator iQ Rose Bicolour 

2018 Zinnia Profusion Red

2022 Zinnia Profusion Red Yellow Bicolor

Floriade

A competition held as a part of the world’s 
biggest horticultural exhibition, that takes 
place every ten years in the Netherlands. 

1992 Lisianthus Echo Pure White/Gold

1992 Lisianthus Heidi Apricot/Gold

1992 Lisianthus Echo Blue Picotee/Gold

1992 Lisianthus Heidi Pink Rim/Gold

1992 Pansy Crystal Bowl Purple/Gold

1992 Petunia Hulahoop Velvet/Gold

2002 Lisianthus Cute Blue Picotee/Gold

2022 Lisianthus Rosita 3 Pure White/Golden Award

Flower of the Year

A competition for new varieties called 
Japan Flower Selections that started 
in 2006. The winner of each category is 
named as “Flower of the Year”. 

2006 Bedding Flower Viola "Thumbelina Petit 
Morpho"

2007 Bedding Flower Impatiens "SunPatiens 
Lavender"

2008 Cut Flower Lisianthus "Rosina 
Lavender"

2011 Seedlings Begonia "Fortune 
Scarlet"

The International Garden and Greenery 
Exposition

Sakata’s lisianthus variety won the grand 
prix in The International Garden and 
Greenery Exposition held in 1990. 

1990 Lisianthus King of Snow/Grand Prix

Japan Flower Business Award

An award to individuals, companies and 
organizations who contributed remark-
able works in the flower industry, that 
started in 2006.Innovation

With unprecedented technology and innovative ideas, Sakata believes we will deliver completely new values 

that may bring big changes to the world. With over 100 years of experience, Sakata will continue to apply a 

creative approach to the industry in the future. 

We continually strive to offer groundbreaking seed varieties that can be offered 
to the international market that would potentially increase the world’s prosperity. 
Sakata has received various awards through this continued pursuit of innovation.

Innovation
［ Awards ］

All-America Selections (AAS)

Every year world leading seed companies 
enter their new varieties in the AAS com-
petition to win acclaim within the horti-
culture industry for their groundbreaking 
genetics.  

［…Flowers…］	
1934 F¹ Petunia Victorious Mixed

1935 Celosia Flame of Fire

1938 Petunia Blue Gem

1938 F¹ Petunia Victorious Gaiety

1938 F¹ Petunia Victorious Orchid Beauty

1939 F¹ Petunia Victorious Apple Blossom

1940 Petunia Glow

1941 F¹ Petunia Victorious Blue Brocade

1941 Petunia First Lady

1957 F¹ Petunia Glitters

1962 Dianthus Bravo

1964 Celosia Fireglow

1965 F¹ Antirrhinum Floral Carpet Rose

1966 F¹ Pansy Majestic Giants Mixed

1966 F¹ Pansy Majestic Giants White with Blotch

1966 Dianthus Red Monarch

1968 Celosia Golden Triumph

1969 Centaurea Snowball

1970 Morning Glory Early Call

1971 F¹ Hibiscus Southern Belle

1972 Hollyhock Summer Carnival

1974 Celosia Red Fox

1974 Cosmos Diablo

1975 F¹ Carnation Juliet

1977 F¹ Petunia Victorious Blushing Maid

1981 Celosia Apricot Brandy

1982 F¹ Carnation Scarlet Luminette

1983 F¹ Petunia Red Picotee

1985 Celosia Century Mixed

1988 F¹ Shasta Daisy Snow Lady

1991 F¹ Pansy Maxim Marina

1997 Celosia Prestige Scarlet

1997 Gypsophila Gypsy Pink

1999 Zinnia Profusion Cherry  ●
1999 Zinnia Profusion Orange ●
2000 F¹ Dianthus Melody Pink

2001 Zinnia Profusion White    ●
2002 F¹ Pansy Ultima Morpho

2003 F¹ Petunia Merlin Blue Morn

2003 F¹ Carnation Can Can Scarlet

2004 Gypsophila Gypsy Deep Rose

2013 Zinnia Profusion Double Hot Cherry

2013 Zinnia Profusion Double Deep Salmon

2015 Impatiens SunPatiens Spreading Shell Pink

2017 Zinnia Profusion Red 

2018 Gypsophila Gypsy White Improved

2019 F¹ Begonia Viking XL Red on Chocolate

2021 Zinnia Profusion Red Yellow Bicolor ●
2022 F¹ Begonia Viking Explorer Rose on Green ●

［…Vegetables…］
1965 F¹ Cabbage Savoy King ●
1969 F¹ Cabbage Stonehead

1969 F¹ Cabbage Harvester Queen

1978 F¹ Watermelon Sweet Favorite

1991 F¹ Squash Tivoli

2011 F¹ Pumpkin Hijinks

2013 Japan Flower Business Award

Sakata won the Japan Flower Business Award 
in 2013, category Breeding and Production, for 
its initiative breeding and promotion of lisian-
thus in Japan and abroad. 

All Japan Flower Variety Contest
All Japan Vegetable Variety Contest

Award of the Minister of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries

Japanese domestic competitions. 
Award of the Minister of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries is given to especially 
outstanding varieties out of the first prize 
winners of different crops and species.   
(Names…are…of…the…time…when…awarded.)
(The…year…of… the…award… is… the…year… the…variety…
contest…was…held.)

［…Flowers…］
1955 Portulaca Yae Shiro

1955 Pansy Engelmann Giants

1957 F¹ Antirrhinum Saotome

1958 Pansy Rhinegold

1959 Pansy Swiss Giants

1960 Cineraria Kashihara Daruma Red

1961 Stock Ippondachi Hiougi

1964 Celosia Fireglow

1965 Aster Houkidachi flame Pink

1967 Pansy Large-flowering Yellow

1969 Salvia Vesuvius

1970 Salvia Hot Jazz

1972 Stock Wase Seien

1972 Celosia Red Fox

1973 Pansy Mammoth Gold

1974 Aster Shinhigyoku

1975 Flowering Cabbage Yukizono

1976 Calendula Wase Nakayasu

1976 Flowering Kale Benikomachi

1978 Celosia Kairyo yachiyo

1983 Celosia Fireglow

1985 Primula Seventy Scarlet

1986 Salvia Little Tango 

1987 Pansy Crystal Bowl Light Blue

1989 Lisianthus Azuma no Fubuki

1989 Stock Yellow Frost

1990 Lily Norikura Wase

1992 Cineraria Whip Sky Blue

1992 Cyclamen Kasuri Rose

1993 Primula Eighty Rose Pink

1994 Aster Matsumoto Scarlet

1995 Pansy New Crystal Blue Center

1996 Aster Matsumoto Rose

1997 Primula Eighty Red Bicolor

1997 Lily Snow Wind

1998 Lisianthus Asuka no Nami

1999 Lisianthus Asuka no Moegi

2000 Lisianthus Cute Pink

2010 Viola K9-888

2014 Pansy SM2-324

2016 Zinnia Profusion Lemon

2020 Lisianthus PF Double Snow

2021 Petunia Baccara iQ Blue

［…Vegetables…］
1951 Chinese Cabbage Chifu

1952 Carrot Sakata Senko Onaga

1953 Cabbage Fuji Gokuwase

1954 Carrot Sakata Senko Onaga

1957 Radish Nishimachi Riso

1957 Cabbage Kinpai

1958 Cabbage Kinpai

1961 Radish Mino Wase Shinnigo

1963 Carrot Sakata Senko Gosun

1964 Pepper Suigyoku Nigo

1967 Cucumber Tokiwa Natsufushi

1967 Carrot New King Chanteney Gosun

1971 Tomato Toyonishiki

1972 Melon Comet

1973 Turnip Toyoshiki

1974 Spinach Pioneer

1979 Watermelon Kinki

1981 Cucumber Rensei

1987 Melon Earl’s Knight Natsukei Ichigo

1990 Bunching Onion Natsuogi Ippon

1990 Melon Earl’s Knight Shunjukei

1991 Bunching Onion Fuyuogi Ippon

1992 Radish Akimine

1993 Qing-Geng-Cai Seibu

1994 Melon Earl’s Cruise Shunjukei

1994 Radish Kenka Sanjunanago

1995 Carrot ß-Rich97 

1996 Bunching Onion Natsuogi Nigo

1997 Bunching Onion Kandukuri

1997 Carrot ß-Rich312

1998 Cabbage Ranten

1999 Tomato Reika

1999 Squash Kurihiro

2000 Bunching Onion Fuyuogi Sango

2000 Edible Chrysanthemum Satonishiki

2009 Carrot B-441

2011 Spinach Mustard Hakkei Sanjyugo

2012 Radish Natsu no Kami

2013 Spinach Progress Nigo

2013 Spinach Mustard Nakamachi Sanjyunigo

2014 Broccoli Thumbnail

2016 Edamame Tobikiri

2017 Sweet Corn Gold Rush117

2017 Cabbage Seirin233

2018 Radish Fuyubariki

2019 Bunching Onion Natsuogi 046

2019 Spinach Mustard Nakamachi 055

2020 Spinach Progress Donky

●: Gold Medal-winning Variety Read more on our website.

Awards
https://global-sakata.com/
innovation/award/
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Optimism We add the concept “Thinking positively” into Optimism. We think “Optimism” is a single but profound word 

which can imply the company’s positive stance facing social subjects with no hesitation.     

If there is one cohesive idea that resides in the backbones of Sakata, it is that of positivity. 
This mindset is reflected in various systems within the company, 
including within the compliance management team, the social contribution activities, 
and ultimately within the employees’ perception of the company.

Optimism

1. Sakata shall be a company which makes a contribution to the global society through 
our products, seeds and seedlings.

2. Sakata shall do business while complying with laws and ethics.
3. Sakata shall put into practice, “Quality, Reliability and Service”.*
4. Sakata shall be always open and informative.
5. Sakata shall offer a workplace where everyone can enjoy their job through their 

achievement, and shall create a transparent organization.

As a part of the corporate governance, Sakata has a compliance system. Sakata also has the 
“Declaration of Compliance” made in accordance with the compliance principles that are shared among 
the management and employees of Sakata, in order to maintain the company’s social requirements.

In addition, the president chairs the Compliance Committee decides important directions for compliance implementation. 
The company also has a Compliance Consultation Service Desk, which takes care of consultations and reporting by the employees.

Personal Education / Training

New Employee 
Training Program

The new employees will have some 3-month training, 
OJT. at the research stations and at other departments.

Various Trainings Training in the second year
Leader training-fundamental course 
Leader training-advanced course
Developing general manager skills course 
Globally oriented personnel course
Correspondence learning course aid 
Language study fees and etc. can be aided

Recruitment Information  …Employment Condition for 2022

Working Sites Headquarters in Yokohama and other stations in Japan 
and abroad

Duty Hours 9:00~17:35(actual working hours : 7 hours and 35 minutes)

Annual duty hours : 1834hours and 45 minutes
*There can be deviations of slots of the day according to job kinds. 
i.g. Retail shop, Research station etc.

Holiday Annually 122 days
5 days a week system, off on Saturday, Sunday and 
public holidays  
Summer holidays, Year-end and new year holidays

*Retail shop personnel will have week day off instead of Saturday, 

Sunday and public holidays.

Holiday / Leave Annual paid leave
10 days for the first employment year, 11 days in the 
second year
Annual leave will increase accordingly to the labour law.
The maximum leave a year is 20 days (Unused annual leave 

can be collected under certain conditions).

Celebration and Condolence leave

Benefits Programs

Social Insurance Health insurance,  Employees’ pension insurance, 
Employment insurance, Workers’ accident com-
pensation insurance

Health Management Periodic health examination, Human dock fee aid 

Recreation Company excursion, Hotel fee aid, Contracted ho-
tels , Social gathering cost aid for local offices

Apartment/Housing Sup-
ply for the Singles

Company owned apartments/houses, Apartment/
Housing supply for households

Various Insurances General group welfare insurance, Voluntary work-
ers’ accident compensation insurance 
The employees are applied for traffic accident 
compensation insurance by the company cost.

Employee Stock Ownership 
Program

Employee stock ownership association

Asset Formation
Program

General, Housing and Pension asset formation pro-
grams

EAP
(Employee Assistance
 Program)

The company contracts with a specialist organi-
zation to support the employees mentally and in 
general.

Leave Program of Child 
Care and Family Care and 
Such Kinds

Leave program of child care and family care
Shorter hours program for child care
Shorter hours program for family care

Retirement Allowance 
Program

Defined benefit corporate pension program 

〈 Declaration of Compliance 〉

〈 Compliance Management 〉

* The company motto since the foundation.

Our CSR: Corporate Social Responsibility  

Everything about Sakata refers back to the idea of 
corporate social contribution. 

Sakata’s core business is of seeds 

and plants. Its CSR roots in bringing 

happiness towards society through 

the development of quality varieties 

to provide quality seeds and plants. 

In other words, “To contribute to 

society through seeds and plants”. All 

plants must start with seeds. We keep 

this natural order in mind to fulfill our 

responsibility. 

As the phrase “Vegetable nourishes 

the people’s body, flower nourishes the 

people’s soul” implies, we will continue 

to deliver nourishment to you through 

the seed industry. For example, to 

develop  and offer varieties with good 

disease resistance, it may reduce 

chemical use. By developing heat tol-

erant and cold hardy varieties, we may 

reduce energy consumption. Sakata 

is continually aiming to create a better 

world.

The seed and plant industry is also 

associated with local cultures and 

nature. One of the CSR initiatives is 

to foster the next generation’s interest 

in adoring plants and also take part in 

social and environmental contributions. 

Sakata also emphasizes personal education/training and benefits programs to contribute to the working environment.

Personal Education, Benefits Programs, and Recruitment Information 

［ CSR / Compliance / Personal Education, 
Benefits Programs, Recruitment Information ］

Petunia 'Ecotunia' se-
ries is excellent in flow-
ering property at low 
temperature short days, 
contributing to saving 
heating cost.

Bunching onion "Natsu-ou-
gi Toughener" is excellent 
in heat resistance and cold 
resistance, and productiv-
ity and workability are im-
proved for farmers.
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1997 ·Chung Won Seed Co., Ltd. was acquired (currently Sakata Korea 
Co., Ltd.).

1998 ·Sakata Seed (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. (China) was established.

1999 ·Sakata Polska Sp. z.o.o. (Poland) was established.

·MayFord Holding Ltd. (South Africa) was acquired (currently Sakata 
Seed Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd.).

2000 ·Sakata Seed de Guatemala, S.A. was established.

2001 ·European Sakata Holding (France) was established as the head-
quarters for Europe and Africa.

·European Sakata S.A.R.L. was established (currently Sakata Vege-
tables Europe S.A.S.).

·Sakata Vegenetics RSA (Pty) Ltd. (South Africa) was established.

2002 ·Alf Christianson Seed CO. (U.S.A.) became a subsidiary company.

·Narita Office (currently Higashikanto Branch) was opened.

·Garden Center Yokohama was renovated and re-opened.

2003 ·The flower division of L.Dæhnfeldt A/S was acquired and Sakata 
Ornamentals Europe A/S (Denmark) was established.

·Seed Testing Department (currently Quality Control Dept.) ob-
tained accreditation from the ISTA (International Seed Testing As-
sociation), the first time for a private company in Japan.

2005 ·Shares of Qualiveg Seed Production, Inc. (U.S.A.) was acquired.

·Senior Managing Director Shunichiro Suda won the All-America 
Selections Medallion of Honor.

2007 ·Executive Officer System was introduced.

2008 ·Sakata Seed India Pvt. Ltd. was established.

·The potted gerbera breeding division of the Dutch seed company 
Varinova B.V. was acquired.

·Assistant Manager Masao Bessho was awarded the Breeder’s 
Cup by the All-America Selections.

2010 ·Sakata America Holding Company, Inc. was established.

2011 ·The 60th anniversary of Garden Center Yokohama and the 80th 
anniversary of the mail-order business.

·Sakata Tarım Ürünleri ve Tohumculuk San. ve Tic. Ltd. Şti. (Tur-
key) was established.   

2012 ·Nagoya Sales Office (Aichi) was opened (currently Chubu Branch).

2013 ·Celebration of the 100th anniversary.

·Establishment of Taneto Farm Co., Ltd.

·Execution of an agreement with JICA for a BOP business in 
Africa.

2014 ·Head office greenery area certified as a “SEGES City Oasis” by 
the Organization for Landscape and Urban Green Infrastructure.

2015 ·Agreement with the Indonesian government on the use of “Sun-
Patiens” genetic resources in line with the Convention on Bio-
logical Diversity.

2016 ·A new research facility was opened in the Uchaud Research Cen-
ter of Sakata Vegetables Europe S.A.S. (France).

2017 ·Sakata acquired McAVET (Jordan).

2018 ·Sakata Vietnam Co., Ltd. (Vietnam) was established. 

·Woodland Innovation Center (U.S.A.) was opened.

·Sakata Green Service Co., Ltd. (Yokohama) was established. 

·Sakata Seed Argentina S.A. (Argentina) was established.

2019 ·Bengaluru Innovation Center (India) was opened.

2020 · Sakata Huacai Horticultural (Jiaxing) Co., Ltd. (China) 
was established.

2022 ·Culiacan Innovation Center (Mexico) was opened.

1913 ·Takeo Sakata founded Sakata Noen in Yokohama.

1914 ·The company was renamed Asahi Noen.

·Exports of lily bulbs to Europe and North America were started.

1916 ·Export of young plants became difficult, and sales of seed started.

1921 ·Germination laboratory was established, as the first private ger-
mination lab in Japan.

·Chicago Branch was opened.

1922 ·Asahi Noen was renamed Sakata Shokai.

1930 ·Chigasaki Breeding Station (Kanagawa) was established. R&D over 
a wide range of species was launched.

1931 ·“Sono no Izumi, Hobby Edition”, the cornerstone of current 
“Engei Tsushin (Gardening journal)” was first published.

1934 ·The world's first F¹ “All Double Petunia” (Victorious Mixed) was 
awarded the Silver Medallion in the AAS.

1936 ·Ofuna Farm (Kanagawa) was established, mainly for breeding veg-
etables.

1938 ·“Sakata-no-tane(Sakata’s Seeds)” was registered as a trademark.

1939 ·Shanghai Branch was opened, and seeds were exported to North 
America.

1940 ·The world’s first F¹ Cabbage “Suteki Kanran” was released.

1942 ·Sakata Shokai and 4 other companies jointly established Saka-
ta Seed Corporation.

1951 ·Mail order Department published “Engei Tsushin”.

·The Shop Division was opened at the headquarters (currently 
Garden Center Yokohama) and became a forerunner to gardening 
shops in Japan.

1959 ·Misato Research Station (Nagano) was established.

1960 ·Chogo Research Station (Kanagawa) was established as a vege-
table breeding farm.

·Sagami farm (Kanagawa) was opened.

1965 ·Takeo won the All-America Selections Medallion of Honor as the 
first foreign winner.

1967 ·Fukuoka Satellite Office was opened (currently Kyushu Branch ).

1971 ·Kimitsu Research Station (Chiba) was opened.

·Sendai Satellite Office was opened (currently Tohoku Branch).

1973 ·A flower show was held at Misato Research Station in commemo-
ration of the 60th anniversary.

1977 ·Sakata Seed America, Inc. was established.

1980 ·Sapporo Sales Office was opened (currently Hokkaido Branch).

1983 ·“The 70th Anniversary Flower Show 1983” was held in Mukogao-
ka Amusement Park.

1986 ·The Japanese corporate name was changed to “Sakata no Tane”. 
The English name remained “Sakata Seed Corporation”.

1987 ·The company became listed on the second section of Tokyo 
Stock Exchange.

1990 ·Sakata Seed Europe B.V. (Holland) was established (currently 
Sakata Holland B.V.).

·Kakegawa Research Center (Shizuoka) was established. 

·The company became listed on the first section of the Tokyo 
Stock Exchange.

·Hokkaido Research Station was opened.

1991 ·Yokohama Sales Branch was opened (currently Kanto Branch).

·Sakata Seed Chile S.A. was established.

1993 ·Sakata Seed Mexico S.A. de C.V. was established.

·“The 80th Anniversary Dream Show” was held at Kakegawa Re-
search Center.

1994 ·Sakata acquired Agroflora S.A. (currently Sakata Seed Sudamerica 
Ltda.).

1995 ·Headquarters moved to Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama.

1996 ·Sakata Siam Seed Co., Ltd. (Thailand) was jointly established 
with A.G. Universal.

·Samuel Yates Ltd. (UK) was acquired (currently Sakata UK Ltd.).

·Sakata Seed France S.A.R.L. was established (currently Sakata 
Vegetables Europe S.A.S.).

·Osaka Branch was opened (currently Kansai Branch).

·Sakata Seed Iberica S.L. (Spain) was established.

By solely focusing on the seed industry, Sakata has reached its 100 years in business. 
Founder, Takeo Sakata, started with the import and export of plants in Yokohama. 
Since then, a great deal of effort was made to get the business up and running and to sustain it 
through disastrous earthquakes and world wars. 
Through the exposure of the war, the F1 hybrid development era, and the globalization era, 
the “Never give up” attitude has remained since the company’s founding.

Never give up
［ History ］

It was 1913 when Takeo Sakata started 

“Sakata Noen” with the exportation of 

young plants. Along with the company 

evolution, “Sakata Noen” changed its 

name to “Asahi Noen”, then to “Sakata 

Shokai” and eventually to the current 

name “Sakata Seed Corporation”.  Alth-

ough the name changed several times, 

the company’s principle “To live for 

Seed” has never changed at all. 

As 2013 marked the 100th year anni-

versary, the century of business has 

not been easy but Sakata has made it 

through various peaks and valleys to get 

here. Why did Sakata continue to grow 

instead of lapsing under pressure? It is 

because of the company motto “Quality, 

Reliability, and Service”, our “Never give 

up” attitude, and our determination 

to “Create what has never been done 

before”. 

In the next 100 years there may be quite 

a few obstacles to go against, such as 

global environmental changes, global 

population increase, conservation of 

biodiversity, attaining higher standards 

of safety and security, the improvement 

of vegetables, and so on. These chal-

lenges will not discourage us but further 

inspire our “PASSION in Seed”. We are 

truly committed to enhancing the seed 

business by developing varieties that 

offer superior performance and set new 

standards for the industry.

The Past 100 Years, The Next 100 Years

Never give up
The 7 letters in “PASSION” stand for Sakata’s 7 principle thoughts. The last letter N stands for “Never give up”, 
the very spirit that Takeo Sakata, held for his life.
Our enduring strength and “PASSION in Seed” will guide us in our next 100 years.

The History of Sakata

Read more on our website.

History
https://corporate.sakataseed.co.jp/
en/company/history.html


